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It was a great time with
the UNHRC council. After a
quick introduction about
the event, they started
with the rules and slowly
with the debate. The first
motion was raised by the
delegate of USA which was
of the humanitarian
condition of the Uyghur
Muslims which was greatly
appreciated by the
delegates of Norway,
Germany ,France, India ,
Qatar and Uzbekistan. 
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After each of the
delegates elaborated
where their country
was place for having
the number of Uyghur
Muslim’s another
motion was raised by
the delegate of USA
that will Muslim’s ever
call out for the
harassment they are
facing. The general
speakers list consisted
of USA, Norway,
Germany, Turkey, UK,
Australia and France.
For the moderated
coccus the first motion
raised was about that
Xinjiang should be
separated from China
that was provided by
the Delegate of USA.
After a long debate the
conclusion was that
the Muslims want to be
separated and they will
run the country on
their own. It was seen
that USA and Norway
were together for
many of the
discussions.

The  next motion was how
the Uyghurs are affecting
the economy of China and
the result was that they
serve for many companies
of China which are the
main source of revenue for
China. The delegate of
Germany was in opposition
for many of the discussions
and was proven wrong. The
delegate of Norway
suggested that the exports
and imports from China
should be cancelled but she
was questioned that a huge
section of the world’s
economy is dependent
upon the exports and
imports from China,
therefore it isn’t wise to cut
of trade relations from the
country. The answer was
that the countries could
slowly convert other
countries to substitute
China, but it is a long term
process. After a long time
of debate, at the end each
country was to present the
steps to save the Muslim’s.
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 NEW DELHI: It's been decades we
are hearing about a tug of war
between The Russian Federation
and Japan over the ownership of
KURLIN Island.Today, United
Nation Security Council which
has the right to take
enforcement measures to
maintain or restore international
peace and security, including
measures range from economic
sanctions to international
military action. The Council also
establishes UN Peacekeeping
Operations and Special Political
Missions. 
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MUN meet held at
New Delhi where the
Delegates from
Brazil, People
Republic of China,
France, North Korea,
Republic of Ghana,
Malta, Japan ,United
Arab Emirates-UAE, 
 The Russian
Federation ,
Switzerland, Albania,
Ukraine, Republic of
Ecuador, India, Great
Britain were present
to raise their concern
over the Kurlin Island
issues as its not only
taking away peace of
residents staying at
that island but also
disturbing the whole
world.

Many times since the
1865 treaty,
St.Petersburg treaty
signed between Russia
and Japan but later no
one adhered to the
points mentioned in the
treaty looking at their
own economic benefits
as Kurling Island has
abundance of Natural
resources which can
benefit any nation and
help in improving their
economy. 

Delegate of France talked
about the “Yalta treaty”
where it was discussed
with Stalin the
conditions under which
the Soviet Union would
enter the war against
Japan.
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Delegates from other
countries in Point of
Information asked many
questions to the
delegates and Question
and Answer session was
quite helpful in bringing
many new things in
limelight. All the past
treaties which were
signed with a motive to
bring peace between
both the countries and
also for the world also.

Delegate from France
openly asked Russia how
they are working on
peace and none of their
action gives a clue that
they understand word
“Peace” As in 2018 Putin
said he is ready to sign
“Peace treaty” with Japan
but he did not do because
of foreign policy that he
claimed to be a
precautionary measure. 

Many delegates tried to
fetch in the Russia and
Ukraine War as evidence
that Russia’s only motive is
to disturb world peace and
use its powerful weapons.
Even China has been
accused of providing
support to Russia.
Delegates which their
research brought in light
the even Japan has alliance
with USA which is not
letting any scope for peace
between Russia and Japan
rather intervention of
other countries in like
giving Air to Fire.

Delegate of North Korea raised
that though there is a
disagreement between two
countries over Kurlin Island but
intervention of USA is not letting
Japan resolve issue and even US
provides military support to
Japan and getting a support they
are not able to focus on peace
and settle the dispute.

Delegates actively discussed how
Russia smartly threw away 17000
Japanese Residents and took
ownership of Kurlin Island,
where in the past it was advised
to take 2 islands each by Russia
and Japan but both have their
own reasons to take full
ownership of 4 islands.
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Delegates of UAE
focused on
Demilitarization to
Russia and Japan should
be done till Japan and
Russia sign a peace
treaty. Delegates jointly
want Japan and Russia
to take a call and sign a
treaty looking at
benefits of each other as
soon as it's been
decades this war id ON.
Few Delegates even
suggested taking the
opinion of residents
staying at Kurlin Island
as which country
resident they want to
be. But before taking
this call security of
resident was a major
concern as without
security lives of resident
can be at stake as every
now and then Armed
forces are been by both
Japan and Russia every
now and then.

Delegate of Malta
suggested for a
compromise and take away
2 islands each, even Japan
should understand if Russia
give Kurlin island back so in
return Japan Should
support Russia in economic
development. In response a
valid question has been
raised by delegates of
Japan that looking at past
betrayal, do other present
countries' delegates and
Chairperson feel is it easy
for Japan to trust Russia
again? Even in 2015 Russia
deployed armed forces
then why should the
Japanese help Russia?

In response Malta gave a
solution if a treaty is signed
keeping in mind profit for
both Russia and Japan and
strong conditions to strictly
adhering to it. Intention is
to focus on global peace
and be an example of
resolving issues for others.

Delegate of Japan repeatedly
talked about Treaty of
St.Petersburg which states Kurlin
Islands belongs to Japan. In 1956
declaration was to stop war it
was a joint declaration, still in
October 2020 Russia launched a
missile on Kurlin Island. Even
talked about The San Francisco
Peace treaty signed between the
Allies and Japan in 1951 states
that Japan must give up “ all
right, title and claim to the Kurlin
Islands” bit it also does not
recognise the Russia sovereignty
over them.
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Delegates of Japan
recalled the
St.Petersburg treaty
and said they can
help Russia if Russia
adheres to
guidelines
mentioned in the
treaty as Putin said
that time he will give
the island to Japan
but later twisted his
tongue. He talked
about events that
took place in Sep &
Oct’ 2022 15000 hrs
continuation
bombing. He even
said Russia
instigated Japan as
Russia did in 2020.

To resolve War
between Russia and
Japan Kurlin Island
issue Delegates of
Japan, France, and
UAE actively
participated in MUN
and came up with a
solution to sign Peace
treaty asap so that
not only Japan and
Russia but world can
be at peace.

There was a healthy discussion
between Japan and China where
Japan asked China- Why do they
provide military weapons to
Russia and they should stop arms
to Russia. Delegate of China
claimed it to be a false allegation
and any alliance bond does not
stop in providing weapons but
also other resources.

Delegate of France started this
war is a threat to North Japan
soil and disturbing World Peace.
Delegate of Russia was annoyed
and requested not to mix Russia
and Japan disagreement with
Russia Ukraine War. 


